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Abstract

In this paper we describe a probabilistic image matching scheme in which the im�
age representation is continuous� and the similarity measure and distance computation
are also de�ned in the continuous domain� Each image is �rst represented as a Gaus�
sian mixture distribution and images are compared and matched via a probabilistic
measure of similarity between distributions� A common probabilistic and continuous
framework is applied to the representation as well as the matching process� ensuring an
overall system that is theoretically appealing� Matching results are investigated and
the application to an image retrieval system is demonstrated�

Keywords� Image matching� Image representation� Gaussian mixture modeling� Kullback�
Leibler distance� probabilistic matching�

� Introduction

Image matching is an important component in many applications that require comparing

images based on their content� Examples include image database retrieval systems ��� �� ���

��� 	�� �� and a variety of video related applications� such as scene break detection and

video parsing �e�g� ��� 	���� There are two main phases in image matching� The �rst phase

involves choosing an image representation space� and the second phase is the de�nition of

an appropriate metric to compare between images in the selected representation space�

Varying resolutions of image representation may be used in the image matching task�

One may use the very low
level� pixel representation� In this case� matching between images

is based on a distance measure between corresponding pixels �e�g� template matching using

the Euclidean distance�� The computational e�ort is minimal in the representation stage�

with substantial e�ort �computational cost� in the matching process� A second option is to

shift to a very high
level image representation� in which each image is labeled as belonging

to a category �categories such as �sunset�� �animals�� �indoors� vs �outdoors� �� A sub


stantial computational e�ort is needed in the representation stage� such as using supervised

learning techniques to classify the images� and this enables a very simplistic matching stage

	



of grouping similar content images by the category labels� A mid
level representation exists�

that balances the above two� in which a transition is made from pixels to features� Feature

vectors are used to compactly represent image content and the image matching phase trans


lates to matching of features� Similarity measures or distance metrics are required to match

images in the feature spaces chosen� and across feature spaces�

Most of the works in image retrieval applications belong to the mid
level representation�

including the most frequently used histogram methods �see section 	�� The framework we

present herein also uses the mid
level representation scheme� A shift is made from pixels

to a selected feature space� Moreover� pixels are grouped into homogeneous regions in the

feature space� The extracted representation is a localized representation both in image as

well as feature space�

Additional characteristics of the proposed framework include�

� The image representation is continuous� and the similarity measure and distance com


putations are also de�ned in the continuous domain� This provides for a novel contin


uous and probabilistic framework for image matching�

� A given image is viewed as a particular instantiation of a distribution model repre


senting the image class� and the image matching problem is treated as a distribution

matching problem�

� A direct correspondence is shown between the image representation space and the

image plane� enabling probabilistic image segmentation�

� A novel statistical evaluation methodology is introduced to enable benchmarking in

robustness experiments�

� The image matching framework is extended to include image category modeling and

image
to
category matching�

The paper is organized as follows� In section 	 we describe some of the related work in

the literature� In section � we focus on the representation phase of the proposed framework

in which we transition from pixels to coherent regions in feature space� via Gaussian mixture
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modeling� In section � we present the probabilistic image similarity measure� the Kullback


Leibler �KL� measure� as applied in the extracted image representation space� Analysis

of the combined Gaussian mixture and Kullback
Leibler distance framework �GMM
KL� is

presented in section �� A discussion concludes the paper in section ��

� Related Work

Histograms are the classical means of representing image content� widely used as the chosen

image representation in systems such as IBM�s QBIC ��� and Virage�s VIR Engine ���� A

histogram is a discrete representation of the continuous feature space� It is generated by a

�xed partitioning of the feature space� The partitioning of the feature space is determined by

the feature space chosen �e�g� the color space representation�� the quantization scheme chosen

�such as uniform or vector quantization�� as well as computational and storage considerations�

Color histograms advantages and disadvantages are well studied �	�� and many variations

exist ���� 	�� ���

Several measures have been proposed for the dissimilarity between two histograms� In

general� they may be divided into two categories �	�� ���� �bin
by
bin� measures� that

compare contents of corresponding histogram bins� and �cross
bin� measures that enable

comparisons across non
corresponding bins as well� In the �rst category are included the

Minkowski
form distance� as well as the histogram intersection �H�I�� measure �	�� 	��� Ad


ditional �bin
by
bin� measures include the �� statistics� as well as the Kullback
Leibler �KL�

divergence and Je�rey divergence ���� �� ����

�Cross
bin� measures include additional information about the distance between individ


ual features �e�g� between colors represented by the histogram bins�� Such measures include

the Quadratic
form distance ���� in which a similarity matrix is included to represent simi


larity between bins� The Earth mover�s distance measure �	� extracts dominant modes from

histogram as a signature� and de�nes a measure of similarity between signatures� Additional

dissimilarity measures for image retrieval are evaluated and compared in �	� 	�� ����

A common characteristic of the approaches discussed above is the discretization of the

feature space with the histogram representation� The binning of the space involves a loss

of information� A binning that is too coarse will not have su�cient discriminative power�
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while a binning that is too �ne will place similar features in di�erent bins which will never

be matched� A second major characteristic of the approaches above is that histograms

capture only global color distributions of the images� and lack information about spatial

relationships of the image colors� A shift to a more localized representation� which re�ects

spatial information from the image plane� may be desired�

The histogram representation has been extended recently to include additional features

as well as spatial information� In ���� each entry of a �joint� histogram contains the number

of pixels in the image that are described by a particular combination of feature values� In

�	�� local information is included by dividing an image into �ve �xed overlapping blocks and

extracting the �rst three color moments of each block to form a feature vector for the image�

In ��� correlograms are proposed to take into account the local color spatial correlation as

well as the global distribution of the spatial correlation�

A separate set of works in image representation include �region
based� approaches� Image

regions are the basic building blocks in forming the visual content of an image� and thus

have great potential in representing the image content and enabling image matching� In �	��

Smith and Chang store the location of each color that is present in a su�cient amount in

regions computed using histogram backprojection� Ma and Manjunath ���� perform retrieval

based on segmented image regions� The segmentation is not fully automatic� as it requires

some parametric tuning and hand pruning of regions� Unsupervised segmentation of an

image into homogeneous regions in feature space� such as the color and texture space� can

be found in the �blobworld� image representation ��� 	�� In ��� a naive Bayes algorithm is

used to learn image categories from the blob representation in a supervised learning scheme�

The framework suggested entails learning blob
rules per category� Thus� one may argue that

there is a shift to a high
level image description �image labeling�� Each query image is next

compared with the extracted category models� and associated with the closest matching

category� The comparison with global color histograms is non
conclusive� In �	� the user

composes a query by viewing the blobworld representation� selecting the blobs to match

along with possible weighting of the blob features� A query may include a combination

�conjunction� of two blobs� In essence� the image matching problem is shifted to a �one or

two� blob matching problem� Each blob is compared with all blobs in each database image�

Spatial information is thus included� yet in a very concise manner� It should be noted
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that each blob is represented by a color histogram� thus the representation is a discrete

representation �in the image plane as well as in feature space��

In our approach we combine the following� The image representation is a localized region

representation� in which the image is �rst segmented into homogeneous regions in feature

space� Each homogeneous region is represented by a Gaussian distribution in feature space�

The set of regions in an image is represented by a Gaussian mixture model �GMM�� GMM

provides for a continuous representation� Images are compared and matched via a proba


bilistic measure of similarity between the Gaussian mixture distributions� In the following

sections we will elaborate on the image representation and the proposed similarity measure�

� Image Representation

The overall framework of the image representation and matching phases is represented in

the block
diagram of Figure �� In this section we focus on the representation phase of the

system� We transition from the pixel representation to a mid
level representation of an

image� in which the image is represented as a set of coherent regions in feature space� In

this work we focus on the color feature� In particular we model each image as a mixture of

Gaussians in the color feature space� It should be noted that the representation model is a

general one� and can incorporate any desired feature space �such as texture� shape� etc� or

combination thereof�

��� Feature extraction

An initial transition is made from pixels to the selected feature space� Color features are

extracted by representing each pixel with a three
dimensional color descriptor in a selected

color space� In this work we choose to work in the L � a � b color space which was shown to

be approximately perceptually uniform� thus distances in this space are meaningful �	��� In

order to include spatial information� the �x� y� position of the pixel is appended to the feature

vector� Including the position generally decreases oversegmentation and leads to smoother

regions�

Following the feature extraction stage� each pixel is represented with a �ve
dimensional

feature vector� and the image as a whole is represented by a collection of feature vectors in the
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�ve
dimensional space� Note that the dimensionality of the feature vectors� and the feature

space� is dependent on the features chosen and may be augmented if additional features are

added�

��� Grouping pixels into regions

In this stage� pixels are grouped into homogeneous regions� by grouping the feature vectors

in the selected �ve
dimensional feature space� The feature space is searched for dominant

clusters and the image samples in feature space are then represented via the modeled clusters�

The underlying assumption is that the image colors and their spatial distribution in the image

plane are generated by a mixture of Gaussians� Note that although image pixels are placed

on a regular �uniform� grid� this fact is not relevant to the probabilistic clustering model in

which the posterior of a cluster given a pixel value is of interest� In general� a pixel is more

likely to belong to a certain cluster if it is located near the cluster centroid� This observation

implies a unimodal distribution of pixel positions within a cluster� A natural choice for a

unimodal distribution within a GMM framework is a Gaussian distribution� The posterior is

not in�uenced by the parametric form of the mixture distribution for the space coordinates

as long as it is the same for all components and it is unimodal� Each homogeneous region

in the image plane is thus represented by a Gaussian distribution� and the set of regions in

the image is represented by a Gaussian mixture model� Learning a Gaussian mixture model

is in essence an unsupervised clustering task�

The Expectation
Maximization �EM� algorithm is used �similar to �	�� to determine the

maximum likelihood parameters of a mixture of k Gaussians in the feature space� The image

is then modeled as a Gaussian mixture distribution in feature space� We brie�y describe

next the basic steps of the EM algorithm for the case of Gaussian mixture model� The

distribution of a random variable X �Rd is a mixture of k Gaussians if its density function

is �

f�xj�� �
kX

j��

�j
�q

�	��dj�jj
expf�

�

	
�x� �j�

T���j �x� �j�g ���

such that the parameter set � � f�j� �j��jg
k
j�� consists of �

� �j �  �
Pk

j�� �j � �
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� �j�R
d and �j is a d�d positive de�nite matrix�

Given a set of feature vectors x�� ���� xn� the maximum likelihood estimation of � is �

�ML � argmax
�

f�x�� ���� xnj�� �	�

The EM algorithm is an iterative method to obtain �ML� Given the current estimation of the

parameter set �� each iteration of the EM algorithm re
estimates the parameter set according

to the following two steps �

� Expectation step �

wtj �
�jf�xtj�j��j�Pk
i�� �if�xtj�i��i�

���

j��� ���� k � t��� ���� n

� Maximization step �

��j �
�

n

nX
t��

wtj ���

��j �

Pn
t�� wtjxtPn
t��wtj

��j �

Pn
t�� wtj�xt � ��j��xt � ��j�

T

Pn
t��wtj

The �rst step in applying the EM algorithm to the problem at hand is to initialize the

mixture model parameters� The K
means algorithm is utilized to extract the data
driven

initialization� The update scheme de�ned above allows for full covariance matrices� variants

include restricting the covariance to be diagonal or scalar matrix� The updating process is

repeated until the log
likelihood is increased by less than a prede�ned threshold from one

iteration to the next� In this work we choose to converge based on the log
likelihood measure

and we use a � threshold� Other possible convergence options include using a �xed number

of iterations of the EM algorithm� or de�ning target measures� as well as using more strict

convergence thresholds� We have found experimentally that the above convergence method


ology works well for our purposes� Using EM� the parameters representing the Gaussian

mixture are found� K
Means and EM are calculated for k � �� with k corresponding to the

model size�
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��� Image model selection

It is common knowledge that the number of mixture components �or number of means�� k�

although often ignored� is of great importance in accurate representation of a given image�

Ideally� k is to represent the value that best suits the natural number of groups present in the

image� Note that each of these feature groups may include several spatially disjoint regions

in the image� It is often accepted that the Minimum Description Length �MDL� principle

may serve to select among values of k� This can be operationalized as follows� Choose k to

maximize �

logL��jX��
lk
	
logn ���

where lk is the number of free parameters needed for a model with k mixture components�

In the case of a Gaussian mixture with full covariance matrices� we have �

lk � �k � �� � kd� k�
d�d� ��

	
� ���

As a consequence of this principle� when models using two values of k �t the data equally

well� the simpler model will be chosen� In our experiments� k ranges from � to ��

An example is shown in Figure 	 in which we see an input image �top� and a set of

localized Gaussians representing the image for di�ering mixtures �di�erent k values�� bottom�

In this visualization each localized Gaussian mixture is shown as a set of ellipsoids� Each

ellipsoid represents the support� mean color and spatial layout� of a particular Gaussian in

the image plane� This example shows that a larger number of localized Gaussians introduces

important information� such as the sun� yet may over
fragment a conceptually homogeneous

region� such as the sky�

��� Probabilistic image segmentation

An immediate transition is possible between the image representation using a Gaussian

mixture model� and probabilistic image segmentation� A direct correspondence can be made

between the mixture representation and the image plane� Each pixel of the original image

is now a�liated with the most probable Gaussian cluster� The labeling of each pixel is done

in the following manner� Suppose that the parameter set that was trained for the image is
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� � f�j� �j��jg
k
j�� Denote �

fj�xj�j� �j��j� � �j
�q

�	��dj�jj
expf�

�

	
�x� �j�

T���j �x� �j�g ���

Then the labeling of the pixel related to the feature vector x is chosen as follows�

Label�x� � argmax
j

fj�xj�j� �j��j� ���

In addition to the labeling� a con�dence measure can be computed� The con�dence

measure is a probabilistic label that indicates the uncertainty that exists in the labeling of

the pixel� The probability that a pixel x is labeled j is �

p�Label�x� � j� �
fj�xj�j� �j��j�

f�xj��
���

Equations ��
�� provide for a probabilistic image segmentation� as shown in Figure ��

Each pixel from the original image is displayed with the color of the most
probable cor


responding Gaussian� The segmentation results provide a visualization tool for better un


derstanding the image model� Uniformly colored regions represent homogeneous regions

in feature space� The associated pixels are all linked �unsupervised� to the corresponding

Gaussian characteristics�

The EM algorithm� along with the model selection described above� ensures a Gaussian

mixture in color and space� In essence� we have found the most dominant colors in the image�

as present in homogeneous localized regions� making up the image composition� There is a

signi�cant dependency between adjacent pixels in the image plane� This dependency can be

well modeled with Markov random �elds ��� �which are� however� di�cult to manipulate��

The GMM approach models the image as an IID process� However incorporating the spatial

information into the feature vector does not only supply local information� It is also imposing

a correlation between adjacent pixels in such a manner such that pixels that are not far

apart tend to be associated �labeled� with the same Gaussian component� Figure � clearly

demonstrates this fact� as can be seen in the smooth nature of the segmentation that results

in labeling the image according to the GMM�

Our method treats image segmentation and image matching in a uni�ed manner� Note

that in matching systems that are based on histogram representations� labeling the image
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according to the histogram bins results with segmentation with no semantic meaning� On

the other hand state
of
art image segmentation methods �e�g� normalized cuts �	��� can not

be applied to image matching problems in a straightforward manner�

� Image similarity and matching

The localized Gaussian mixture representation provides for a compact representation in

feature space� with which we transition to the next stage of image comparison� It is our

interest to de�ne a distance measure between distributions� In this section we focus on one

such measure� the Kullback
Leibler �KL� distance� and demonstrate its e�ectiveness�

The Kullback
Leibler distance �or relative entropy� is a measure of the distance between

two distributions based on information theoretic motivation ����� It is consistent with the

probabilistic modeling technique and can be e�ciently evaluated through Monte
Carlo pro


cedures� The discrete version of the KL distance has been mentioned as a possible distance

measure between histograms ���� ���� In these studies� comparisons are conducted across a

variety of distance metrics� in a world in which the image representation is global �no spatial

information included�� and discretized in histogram form� In such scenarios� the KL distance

compares favorably with other standard measures� with no special advantages evident� The

approach we are presenting in this work is a shift from the above mentioned works� in that

we are preserving a continuous image representation and utilizing the KL measure as an

information theoretic measure of distance between continuous distributions� We believe that

the framework presented is a novel one in the computer
vision arena� We were able to �nd

an interesting equivalence within the audio domain� as will be discussed in section ��

��� KL Distance between images

Once we associate a Gaussian mixture model to an image� the image can be viewed as a set of

independently identically distributed �IID� samples from the Gaussian mixture distribution�

Hence� a reasonable distance measure between two images is a distance measure between the

two Gaussian mixture distributions obtained from the images� Denote the Gaussian mixture

models computed from the two images by f� and f�� Given two distributions f� and f� the
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�non
symmetric version� of the KL distance is �

D�f�jjf�� � Ef� log
f��x�

f��x�
���

where E is the expected value function� Since the KL distance between two Gaussian

mixture distributions can not be analytically computed� we can instead apply the image

data to approximate it� Denote the feature set extracted from the �rst image by x� � � � xn�

The KL distance can be approximated as follows�

D�f�jjf�� ��
�

n

nX
t��

log
f��xt�

f��xt�
����

Another possible approximation is to use synthetic samples produced from the Gaussian

mixture distribution� f�� instead of the image data� This enables us to compute the KL

distance without referring to the images from which the models were built� Image retrieval

experiments show no signi�cant di�erence between these two proposed approximations of

the KL distance�

The distance between the two models may be directional� such as in the case in which a

target image is provided� and query images are matched to the target image� Distances may

also be non
directional� providing for a symmetric distance measure� The symmetric version

of the KL distance is �

d�f�� f�� �
�

	
�D�f�jjf�� �D�f�jjf��� ��	�

��
�

n�

n�X
t��

log
f��x�t�

f��x�t�
�
�

n�

n�X
t��

log
f��x�t�

f��x�t�

such that xi� � � � xini
is the feature set extracted from image i� �i � �� 	�� and ni is the size of

this set�

Variations on the KL measure exist in the literature and may be considered� The KL

divergence� D�f�jjf��� is unde�ned if f� is not absolutely continuous with respect to f� �i�e�

the support of f� is not a subset of the support of f��� A variant distance measure that

overcomes this problem is the Jensen
Shannon �JS� distance� de�ned as ��	��

DJS�f�kf�� � �		�D
KL�f�k�f� � f��		� �DKL�f�k�f� � f��		�� ����

The JS distance is a statistical test that two images are generated by the same underlying

source� In contrast to the KL distance� using the average distribution ensures that the
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JS divergence is always de�ned� In this work we continue with the KL distance measure as

de�ned in �� An experimental comparison between the two KL
based measures is conducted�

A major question is if the representation and the distance measure are strong enough to

enable perception
like similarity� As shown in Figure 	� we may encounter situations in which

similar content images are represented by di�ering number of regions and varying layouts�

We term this problem the fragmentation problem� Our goal in the matching framework is

to have images compared and matched regardless of this variability �dependent on k�� and

show robustness to it�

��� KL Distance between image categories

So far we have treated each image as a unique �separate� entity� an instantiation of a distri


bution model representing the image as a class� An interesting question arises� can we model

an image category� Moreover� can we match between images and categories� and between

categories!

The term category requires further de�nition� Based on the representation in the current

implementation� a category is de�ned as a set of images with similar high
level content�

such as �waterfall�� �desert�� �sunsets� etc� that exhibit visual similarity in the spatial

relationships between colored regions �note that global color content does not su�ce�� The

term �similar� is kept fuzzy to accommodate for �exibility in absolute positions� relative

orientations� and di�ering sizes of the corresponding regions in the image set� Let I�� � � � � In

denote an image set for class Cl� Following a transition of each image to the feature space�

the extracted feature set can be viewed as a set of independently identically distributed �IID�

samples from the Gaussian mixture distribution representing class Cl�

Examples of category modeling can be seen in Figure �� Three categories are presented�

�desert�� �monkey� and �waterfall�� Ten images for each category were handpicked from the

COREL database� A sample of three of the images in each class are shown left� Gaussian

mixture modeling of the � images per class is shown right� The mixture model is learned

from a combined sample set extracted from the � images per class� Each Gaussian in the

model is displayed as a localized colored ellipsoid� Some of the Gaussians overlap spatially

and thus are not explicitly shown in the image�

The category model allows for a certain amount of variability in the colors per spatial
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location� as well as a certain amount of variability in the spatial location of the colored

blobs� In the desert example of Figure �� we note that the lower part of the image plane

may have colorings that vary from more pinkish to more yellowish �accommodating for the

two leftmost sample images�� A variety of bluish colors model the top part of the image�

accommodating for varying shades of the sky region� In the waterfall example� we can see

the fuzziness in the spatial extent of the Gaussians� as they enable variability in the location

of the waterfall in the image plane� The wide support of the bluish and white Gaussians in

Figure � is quite di�erent from the more �nely tuned modeling of a single image model� as

shown in Figure ��

We conclude that the concept of a continuous and probabilistic representation of an image

can be extended to represent an image class� We can now de�ne distance measures between

an image and a class� as well as between two separate image classes �image categories��

Denote the Gaussian mixture model computed for the image class by fCl
� Given an input

image distributions fI and the class distribution fCl
� the �non
symmetric version� of the KL

distance is �

D�fI jjfCl
� � EfI log

fI�x�

fCl
�x�

����

In the image to class case the distances may be directional� from the image to the class

�such as a query image matched to a target class�� A symmetric version may be the more

appropriate measure for between category distances� For example� if categories Cl and Ch

are to be compared�

d�Cl� Ch� �
�

	
�D�CljjCh� �D�ChjjCl�� ����

��
�

n�

n�X
t��

log
Cl�x�t�

Ch�x�t�
�
�

n�

n�X
t��

log
Ch�x�t�

Cl�x�t�

such that xi� � � � xini
is the feature set extracted from category i� �i � �� 	�� and ni is the size

of this set� Experimental results of matching across categories will be shown in section ����

� Experimental Results

In this section we present an investigative analysis of the proposed scheme� in which we com


bine the GMM representation with the KL distance measure� We term the combined contin


��



uous and probabilistic framework� the GMM�KL framework� We investigate the framework�s

robustness in the image matching task� we demonstrate characteristics of the framework� and

show initial applications to the image retrieval task� The database used throughout is ex


tracted from the COREL database� A set of 	�� images ���	"��	� were chosen randomly�

In addition to the random set� � images were hand
picked as comprising � di�erent classes

or categories �� images per class�� Labeled categories include� �car�� �desert�� ��eld��

�monkey� � �pyramid�� �snow� and �waterfall�� Figure � shows a selection of images from

the � labeled categories as well as the random set�

The de�nition of ground truth in real world imagery is a di�cult and challenging task�

The standard collection of images of the COREL database is categorized into high
level

semantic categories� Such categories� however� are far from satisfactory in terms of indicating

image
plane similarity between images� The database categorization problem is experienced

by works using global representation schemes� and even more severely in works using localized

image representations� once an attempt is made to provide benchmarking on large image data

sets� Once a data set is chosen �e�g�� the selected set in this work�� an immediate question

arises as to its generality across any other image set� If images are selectively hand
picked so

as to abide by visual similarity constraints� an immediate legitimate issue is how general the

experiment is 
 as compared with choosing a random set of images� In consideration of the

above issues we have selected a random set of images� as well as images in a variety of labeled

categories� For benchmarking experiments we suggest a new ground
truth methodology that

is not sensitive to the actual category used or the number of images in the set� In each

presented experiment� we address a speci�c scenario and investigation task� and we limit our

conclusions to the scope of the respective data
sets used� �

�Note that each image in the data�sets is represented by k Gaussians in a ��dimensional space� Each
Gaussian is represented by �� parameters ��� parameters of the covariance matrix and � centroids	� Overall
we get ��� k parameters per image that we need to learn� In most of the experiments conducted we extract
approximately ���� samples �pixels	 per training image� Each such sample is ��dimensional� We get a total
of ������ 
 ��� ��� samples per image� With k in the range of ����� we conclude that we have a su�cient
number of samples per model parameter�
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��� KL measure analysis

We start with a computational proof
of
concept for the KL distance measure� We introduce

a novel intra�inter class statistical evaluation methodology as a benchmarking procedure to

numerically evaluate the KL distance measure� The intra�class set of images corresponds

with similar content image samples� and the inter�class set corresponds to pairing of images

with di�erent content�

����� Robustness to fragmentation in the image representation

Semantically similar content images may be represented by di�ering number of regions via the

Gaussian mixture model �see Figure 	�� The goal is to have images compared and matched

regardless of this variability �dependent on k parameter�� and show robustness to it� Note

that de�nition ��� does not require same number of Gaussians for the two distribution f�

and f�� Theoretically� the continuous version of the KL distance quanti�es the distance

between two continuous distributions regardless of their parametric representation� Hence

the combination of Gaussian mixture modeling of an image and the KL distance can overcome

the problem caused by di�erent segmentations of similar images� Our goal is to demonstrate

this characteristic in practice�

In this experiment we use the random set of 	�� images extracted from the COREL

database� The ground
truth is generated by choosing four mixture representations �� values

of k� k � �� �� �� �� per input image� The �intra
class� distance set is computed as the dis


tances between all combinations of representation models per image� Note that the similarity

of the models within the �intra
class� set is an objective one� not dependent on subjective

labeling� As each image is the source of a set of models �similarity is per image rather than

per labeled class of images�� the size of the dataset �number of images per class� is less

relevant� We have overall a set of �	 non
zero distances per image� This process is repeated

for each of the 	�� images in the database for an overall �	 � 	�� distances� A second set

of distances is computed across images� with each image represented by the MDL chosen

mixture representation �the optimal k value�� We term this set of distances �with 	�� � 	��

distances� the �inter
class� distance set�

A histogram of the �intra
class� and �inter
class� distances is plotted in the graph pre


��



sented in Figure � �a�� The x
axis is the KL distance and the y
axis is the frequency of

occurrence of the respective distance in each of the two distance sets� Two distinct modes

are present� demonstrating the clear separation between the sets� The �intra
class� distances

are vary narrowly spread at the lower end of the axis �close to zero�� as compared to the

wide
spread and larger distance values of the �inter
class� set�

The result presented in Figure � �a� indicates the strong similarity between same class

�same image� models� as measured by the KL measure� regardless of the variability in the rep


resentation� The KL distance metric is in fact robust to fragmentation in the representation

space�

����� Sensitivity of the KL distance measure to sample noise

A second benchmarking experiment is conducted to evaluate the sensitivity of the distance

measure to sample noise� Here� the ground
truth database is comprised of a random set of

� images and then randomly sampling pixels from the chosen images� For each image we

create � disjoint sample sets� where each sample consists of 	 pixels�

In this experiment each sample is represented by an MDL chosen Gaussian mixture �the

optimal k value�� Gaussian noise of  mean and �	 variance �	 deviation� was added to

the ground truth samples just before the computation of the Gaussian mixture� We have

overall � di�erent models per image� � di�erent images� �Intra
class� and �inter
class�

distances are computed as before� In the �intra
class�� � � � distances are computed for each

of the � images� The �inter
class� set distances are computed between di�erent images�

A histogram of the �intra
class� and �inter
class� distances� with and without noise� is

plotted in the graph presented in Figure � �b�� Two distinct modes are present as before�

even though the addition of noise decreased somewhat the separation between the classes�

We again see that the �intra
class� distances are vary narrowly spread at the lower end of

the axis �close to zero�� as compared to the wide
spread and larger distance values of the

�inter
class� set� Figure � �b� indicates the robustness of the GMM and KL distance to noise

in sample space�

��



��� The combined GMM�KL framework in image retrieval

We next demonstrate the applicability of the presented framework to the image retrieval

task� Each image in the database is processed to extract the localized Gaussian mixture

representation� The KL distance �non
symmetric� is next computed between each of the

images and an input query image� The images are sorted based on the distance and the

closest ones are presented as the retrieval results�

An example is shown in Figure �� On the top are the database images� with their respec


tive mixture representations shown on the bottom� The input query image is presented top

left� with the retrieved images sorted top down� left to right� with increasing distance values�

Viewing the resultant images �query results� we note that the �rst two rows are very similar

in their color and layout composition� Di�erent color components �more redish� yellowish�

are mostly found in the bottom right corner� Note the respective mixture representations� in

which we see the corresponding region color content� The distance metric proposed is able

to compare successfully between di�erences in the number of mixture components and their

exact layout�

����� Statistical performance evaluation

Retrieval results are evaluated by precision versus recall �PR� curves� Recall measures the

ability of retrieving all relevant or similar information items in the database� It is de�ned

as the ratio between the number of relevant or perceptually similar items retrieved and the

total relevant items in the database �in our case � relevant images per each of the labeled

classes�� Precision measures the retrieval accuracy and is de�ned as the ratio between the

number of relevant or perceptually similar items and the total number of items retrieved�

Precision vs� recall �PR� curves are extracted for each of the � categories� A comparison

with global histogram representation and several histogram distance measures is conducted�

The histogram measures include the bin
	
bin Euclidean distance �Euc��� the histogram

intersection measure �H� I�� and the discrete KL measure �Disc� KL� �	�� 	�� ���� A binning

of � � � � � is used in the histogram representation� This resolution ���	 quantization levels�

is commonly found in the literature� This resolution is also in the same order of magnitude

�and favorably so� with the GMM representation� Six of the curves are presented in Figures

��



� and �� In Figure � the set of images used is comprised of the � �labeled� images �i�e�

� images in � categories�� Each plot is an average of the results of the � query images

in the class� In black is the PR curve of the GMM
KL framework� The purple� red and

green curves correspond to histogram representation and Euc�� H� I�� and Disc� KL distance

measures� respectively� In all cases we note the increase in performance with the GMM
KL�

Some categories seem to be more di�cult than others� such as the �snow� category� that

seems to be much more di�cult than the ��eld� category�

In Figure � the histogram
based distance measures are compared with the GMM and KL


based distance measures� on a dataset of ��� images �the dataset of � images is combined

with the �random� set�� In this experiment we include a plot that shows the performance

of combining GMM with the JS distance of equation �� �GMM
JS�� The advantage of the

GMM
KL and GMM
JS distance measures� over the histogram
based methods is evident�

There is no signi�cant di�erence between the performances of the two KL
based distance

measures�

An additional performance evaluation� using the rank measure� is presented in Tables �

and 	� For a given query image� we sort all the images in the database �according to any

chosen similarity function�� and de�ne the rank of an image as its location in the sorted

list� A valuable performance criteria is the rank of the �rst image in the sorted list that

belongs to the query class �or the �rst �correct� answer�� A second measure of interest is

the rank of the last image in the set� i�e� the minimal number of images that need to be

retrieved so that all ��� images in the set are present� We term the rank of the �rst true

image� rank �� and the rank in which the entire set is retrieved� rank ��� In Tables � and 	�

the average rank � location and average rank �� location are listed� with the average taken

over � query cases per class� Included in the Tables are � di�erent categories and varying

distance measures� Note that the �rst position �location ���� is the query image� Position 	

is therefore the �rst retrieval response possible� Table � summarizes the � image set case�

while Table 	 summarizes the ��� image set case� The GMM
KL achieves much better results

overall �in some cases similar results�� Most of the rank � results are in position 	 �i�e� �rst

image retrieved is in the �true� class�� Rank � results are at substantially smaller
number

locations in the sorted list �i�e�� all �true� responses are found at much smaller image sets��

The advantage becomes more evident as the database is increased� Note in particular the

��



rank � results in Table 	 that show � to more than � increase in the position of the

�th category image� between the GMM
KL and histogram measures� Among the histogram

distance measures� the Euclidean is very clearly the worst �as expected�� with the Disc� KL

measure quite consistently the best�

��� The combined GMM�KL framework in category modeling and

category matching

The �nal set of experiments deals with the concept of category modeling and matching� An

example of category modeling was shown in Figure �� It is of interest to investigate the

following questions� are the category models representative of the underlying image set!

Can image
to
category matching enable image classi�cation!

An initial investigation was conducted with the results listed in Tables � and � and plotted

in Figure �� Table � lists distances between category models� following equation ����� In

the �eld category� for example� the closest category model is seen to be the �waterfall�

category �see Figure ��� Similar relationships may be learned automatically by the system�

and used for later analysis� error prediction etc� Table � lists distances between imagemodels

�columns� and category models �rows�� Each table entry is calculated as an average of �

�leave
one
out� experiments� in each such experiment a single image is used as query� the

other � are used to learn a GMM� Image
to
category distance is computed as in equation

����� Note that Table � is symmetric while Table � is not�

In Figure � �a� corresponding rows from Tables � and � are plotted� in � of the categories�

Category
to
category distances are shown in blue� Image
to
category distances are plotted

in red� A high degree of correlation between the two scenarios is clearly visible� as shown

in Figure � �b�� Such a tight correlation suggests that image models are very similar in

behavior to category models �though recall earlier examples in which speci�c details are

clearly di�erent between the two models�� Category models do in fact represent their image

building blocks� Extracting information from prelearned category models may provide a

reasonable prediction of image classi�cation performance�

	



� Discussion

In this work we focus on a probabilistic image matching scheme in which the image repre


sentation is continuous� and the distance measure is also de�ned in the continuous domain�

Each image is �rst represented as a Gaussian mixture distribution and images are compared

and matched via the probabilistic KL distance between distributions�

We are presenting here a di�erent approach from the well
researched approach of discrete

histogram representations� We are also enabling the transition to a representation that

includes spatial information with localized clustering in the spatial domain as well as in the

feature �color� domain� The combination of the continuous representation of the image� along

with a continuous distance measure between continuous distributions is novel� The proposed

framework is theoretically appealing� The results of experiments pursued are encouraging�

The proposed methodology in this paper is a general one� We were not able to �nd

equivalent approaches in the computer vision literature� We did in fact �nd an interesting

equivalence with the audio literature� The audio analogy to the problem of �nding the

distance between two images� is the problem of computing the distance between two acoustic

segments� The �rst step towards the solution of such an audio task is the representation

of the acoustic data with a Gaussian mixture model� Distinct Gaussians are used to model

the acoustic variability within a single speaker� that are caused mainly by various phoneme

types� Given the Gaussian mixture model representation� the KL distance described in

section � may be used to de�ne a distance measure between the audio segments� A typical

application is automatic audio broadcast news segmentation based on detecting changes in

the acoustics �		�� Another application of this method is for speaker clustering problems ����

The success of this general framework in solving speech problems motivates its attractiveness

in approaching computer vision problems�

We view this work as a �rst step in an extensive research e�ort ahead� in which we

evaluate the proposed framework on larger data
sets� as well as compare it with other more

localized� image representations and distance metrics proposed in the literature� Several

research questions are open with respect to the KL distance� such as the di�erences between

the symmetric and non
symmetric variations of the metric� The KL divergence may be

sensitive to cases in which the distribution f� vanishes where f� is �nite� causing in�nite KL


	�



divergence� Empirically we have found this not to be the case� Using Gaussian distribution

models� with supports that cover the entire space� we do not expect to reach an event in

which one of the Gaussian supports vanishes at a particular sample� Variations on the

KL distance exist in the literature� One such distance measure that theoretically answers

the above concern is the Jensen Shannon distance� Initial investigation indicates consistent

behavior with the KL distance�

Image variations that include illumination irregularities� texture and other artifacts are

not accounted for in the proposed model� Our basic assumption is that �real
world� images

are smoothly
varying in feature space and in the spatial domain� Texture characteristics

of regions� as well as shape and other features� can be extracted as additional features

augmenting the feature space dimensionality� Di�erent models need to be learned in this

augmented representation�

A Gaussian model is a suitable representation for homogeneous regions with an ellipsoid


like shape� However� non convex regions �e�g� the yellow sky around the sun in Figure 	� are

poorly represented by a Gaussian distribution� One of our future research goals is to extend

the model family in a manner such that non convex regions can be better represented�

One of the main di�culties is the benchmarking process� We have overcome this problem

by introducing an intra
inter class statistical evaluation methodology� in which the intra
class

composition ensures sets of similar content image samples� The statistical evaluation results

as presented in this work re�ect the ability of the GMM
KL framework to cope with critical

robustness issues�
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

� Figure �� A block diagram of the image matching system�

� Figure 	� Example of an input image �top� with the corresponding set of represen

tative Gaussian mixtures �bottom�� The mixtures are composed of� K������ and �
components�

� Figure �� Image modeling via Gaussian mixture �center� provides for a probabilistic
image segmentation �right��

� Figure �� Category modeling using Gaussian mixture distributions� A sample of �
images per category is shown left �a� and the generated category model �based on �
images� is shown right �b�� Each Gaussian is displayed as a localized colored ellipsoid�
Note that some ellipsoids overlap in the spatial domain �thus not all are explicitly
present in the image��

� Figure �� Sample images from data
set� Each row is a category� �a� car� �b� desert�
�c� �eld� �d� monkey� �e� pyramid� �f� snow� �g� waterfall� �h� noise�

� Figure �� Statistical analysis of intra
class distances vs� inter
class distances� �a�
Robustness to model fragmentation� �b� Sensitivity to noise� Red and blue curves
are intra
inter distances without noise� green and black curves are intra
inter distances
with noise�

� Figure �� Retrieval example� Images and image representations �top and bottom�
respectively�� Top left image is the input query image� Ordered from top to bottom�
left to right� are the retrieved images�

� Figure �� Precision vs� Recall for � categories� The set of images used is comprised
of the � �labeled� images �� images in � categories�� Each plot is an average of the
results of the � query images in the class� In black is the PR curve of the GMM
KL
framework� The purple� red and green curves correspond to histogram representation
and Euc�� H� I�� and Disc� KL distance measures� respectively�

� Figure �� Precision vs� Recall� ��� images in database� Each plot is an average of the
results of the � query images in the class� In black is the PR curve of the GMM
KL
framework� In cyan is the PR curve of GMM
JS framework� The purple� red� green
and blue curves correspond to histogram representation and Euc�� H� I�� and Disc� KL
distance measures� respectively�

� Figure �� Statistical analysis� �a� Category model to category model matching� and
image model to category model matching� �b� Correlation between image models and
category models�



Class Rank � Rank �
GMM
KL Euc� H� I� Disc� K�L� GMM
KL Euc� H� I� Disc� K� L�

�eld 	 � � � �� �� �� �	
snow 	 � 	 	 	� �� �� 	�
car 	 � 	�� 	�� 	��� ���� �� ��
desert 	 � ��� � � �� �� ��
monkey 	 	 	 	 �� �� 	� 	�
waterfall 	 � ��� � 	 �� 	� 		

Table �� Statistical Results 
 � images� Average rank � location and average rank ��

location are listed� with the average taken over � query cases per class� Included are �
di�erent categories and varying distance measures� Note that position 	 is the �rst retrieval
response possible �position � is left for the query image itself��

Class Rank � Rank �
GMM
KL Euc� H� I� Disc� K�L� GMM
KL Euc� H� I� Disc� K� L�

�eld 	�� � � � ���� �� ��	 ��
snow 	 	 	 	 �� 		 �� �	
car ��� ��� � � �� ��� ��� ���
desert 	 � � � �� �� �� ��
monkey 	 � 	 	 � ��� �� ��
waterfall 	 �� � � �� ��� �� ��

Table 	� Statistical Results 
 ��� images� Average rank � location and average rank ��

location are listed� with the average taken over � query cases per class� Included are �
di�erent categories and varying distance measures� Note that position 	 is the �rst retrieval
response possible �position � is left for the query image itself��



Class Model car desert �eld monkey pyramid snow waterfall
car  ����� 	�	 ��� ���	� 	��� ���	�
desert ����	  ����� 		�	� ���� ���� �����
�eld 	��� �����  ���	 ����� 		��� �	���
monkey ���� 		��� ���	  	��	 	��� ���	�
pyramid �� ����� ���	� 	����  �	��� 	�	�
snow 	��� ����� 	���� 	���� �	��  	���
waterfall ����� ����� �	��� ���	� 	�� 	���� 

Table �� Category Model to category Model analysis� Listed are distances between category

models �columns� and category models �rows��

Image model car desert �eld monkey pyramid snow waterfall
car ����	 	��� �	��	 	���� 	��� ���� 	����
desert ����� 	���� ���		 ���� ����	 ����� �����
�eld ���	� ����� 		�� ���� ���	� ���	 �	��
monkey 	��	 ���� ���� ���� 	���� ����	 		���
pyramid ����� 	��� ����� ���� 	�	� �	��� ����
snow ����� ���� ���� ����� ����	 ���		 ���	�
waterfall 	���� ����� ����� 	���� 	���� ����� ����

Table �� Image model to Category Model analysis� Listed are distances between image

models �columns� and category models �rows�� Each table entry is calculated as an average
of � �leave
one
out� experiments� in each such experiment a single image is used as query�
the other � are used to learn a GMM�
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Figure �� A block diagram of the image matching system�
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Figure 	� Example of an input image �top� with the corresponding set of representative
Gaussian mixtures �bottom�� The mixtures are composed of� K������ and � components�



Figure �� Image modeling via Gaussian mixture �center� provides for a probabilistic image
segmentation �right��



�a� �b�

Figure �� Category modeling using Gaussian mixture distributions� A sample of � images
per category is shown left �a� and the generated category model �based on � images� is
shown right �b�� Each Gaussian is displayed as a localized colored ellipsoid� Note that some
ellipsoids overlap in the spatial domain �thus not all are explicitly present in the image��
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Figure �� Sample images from data
set� Each row is a category� �a� car� �b� desert� �c� �eld�
�d� monkey� �e� pyramid� �f� snow� �g� waterfall� �h� noise�
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Figure �� Statistical analysis of intra
class distances vs� inter
class distances� �a� Robust

ness to model fragmentation� �b� Sensitivity to noise� Red and blue curves are intra
inter
distances without noise� green and black curves are intra
inter distances with noise�
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dist=11.568 dist=11.670 dist=11.881 dist=12.041

Figure �� Retrieval example� Images and image representations �top and bottom� respec

tively�� Top left image is the input query image� Ordered from top to bottom� left to right�
are the retrieved images�
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Figure �� Precision vs� Recall for � categories� The set of images used is comprised of the �
�labeled� images �� images in � categories�� Each plot is an average of the results of the �
query images in the class� In black is the PR curve of the GMM
KL framework� The purple�
red and green curves correspond to histogram representation and Euc�� H� I�� and Disc� KL
distance measures� respectively�
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Figure �� Precision vs� Recall� ��� images in database� Each plot is an average of the results
of the � query images in the class� In black is the PR curve of the GMM
KL framework�
In cyan is the PR curve of GMM
JS framework� The purple� red� green and blue curves
correspond to histogram representation and Euc�� H�I�� and Disc� KL distance measures�
respectively�
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Figure �� Statistical analysis� �a� Category model to category model matching� and image
model to category model matching� �b� Correlation between image models and category
models�


